
Worldwide, excellent famous 
autobiography

Manier times you believe that you know everything about your favorite 
people like any author, actor, singer, or any other public figure. But you 
see only the parts of their life that they allow to show you. By this, you can 
figure out why autobiographies are known as a key to the lives of famous 
personalities.



In autobiographies, they share the truth of their lives staying in the real world, their 
sacrifices, emotions, fears, and efforts with their fans. The unique and interesting 
facts of autobiographies are some of them will inspire you or will leave you in 
tears.
Now you can proclaim that everyone should read any famous autobiography to 
know anyone’s life in depth.

Here we introduce you to some of the extensively famous autobiography that 
you must read once in your life:

https://biographytalk.com/famous-autobiography-books-ever-check-the-list/


Here comes the foremost in the famous autobiography list; named Nelson 
Mandela’s- “A Long Walk to Freedom”. As we all Nelson Mandela is one of the 
finest leaders of the 20th century and his autobiography runs around his 
superstitious life.
If you are a great fan of this leader who changed everybody’s mindset then you 
should read this one time to know in depth as it is not any news, it's accurate 
because told from his mouth which is equally funny, inspirational, and at times 
emotional. In this, you will experience his childhood during the apartheid to his 
election as South Africa’s first black president till the end when he became leader 
of the infamous ANC that landed him in prison for 27 years.



Presenting you another famous autobiography named Anne Frank’s- “The Diary 
of a Young Girl”. Anne Frank was a girl who was born in Germany before the Nazi 
invasion. We experience the state of mind of a young Jewish girl in the middle of 
world war II through his documented diary of sorts. 
Her autobiography will not be like other typical autobiographies and vary in 
emotions that she conveyed through the phrases jotted down. You can experience 
many different vibes because her diary contains mysterious experiences of her 
such as happiness, crushes, sleepovers, and many good memories that you will 
forget that she is in the middle of world war II in which over 16 million of her fellow 
Jews were dead. Like her diary, she also terminated when she was 15.



Now I would suggest reading his famous autobiography known as Benjamin 
Franklin’s- “The Autobiography of Benjamin Franklin''. Benjamin Franklin was 
undoubtedly one of the most widespread personalities in history and also was 
named the founding father of the United States of America. The autobiography is 
divided into 4 sections in which each section describes different parts of his life. 
The first part is about his childhood, the second and third part focuses on his rise 
to prestige in the new country, and the last section provides a short but incredible 
story that was before his death.
You should read this in your early stages because it portrays meaning to one's life 
and a piece of history that no one can overlook. One of the interesting sections 
describes Franklin's attempt to achieve “moral perfection” by specializing in 
various fields of virtues. Although this book was written 200 years ago, its 
unconditional lessons are best to modify or betterment one's life and are essential 
to mankind as ever.



Last on the list is the famous autobiography Trever Noah- “Born a Crime” but not 
least. Traver Noah is one of the funniest and smart comedians who is well known 
for making fun of everyone and everything, but unknowingly to the public, he was 
not always that way. His autobiography is almost the opposite of his nature. When 
this book was released he acquired rave reviews as it comprises racism, crime, 
domestic violence, and oppression. Although this book is not fully dark, you will be 
introduced to the culture and family of Traver in his childhood. The most intriguing 
thing in this book is that its theme is the strength and determination of a woman 
but it has only a significant section.


